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A record start to the year
iShares exchange-traded funds (ETFs) traded $5.1 trillion in the first half of 2020–the highest trading volume of any
first half of the year on record.1 In the first quarter, ETFs as a percentage of all equity trading volumes reached as high
as 41% (36% on average for the period) as a result of investors increasingly turning to ETFs to allocate capital and
manage risk in a time of heightened volatility. ETF volumes normalized in the second quarter, returning to levels in line
with 2019 averages (27% of all equity trading).2

Particularly noteworthy was investor adoption of iShares fixed income ETFs in the first half of 2020. The trading
volume in iShares fixed income ETFs through June ($1.5 trillion) was just shy of full-year 2019 volumes ($1.8 trillion).
iShares fixed income ETFs accounted for 65% of all US fixed income ETF volume from January through June.3

Amidst record volatility, bid-ask spreads in US-listed ETFs
increased in line with the market in the first quarter of
2020. Spreads declined in the second quarter, reverting
back towards 2019 averages. iShares bid-ask spreads fell
to an average of 16 basis points (bps) in June – a
significant improvement from the height of volatility in
March, but still wider than the 2019 average of 12bps.4

Despite wider bid-ask spreads, it was often cheaper to
trade the ETF than the underlying securities. For
example, spreads in the iShares Core S&P 500 ETF (IVV)
remained tighter than the market-cap weighted average
spread for the S&P 500 basket throughout the first half of
the year (Figure 1).

The rise of retail
Retail platforms reported record new users this year, and
while the extra trading activity contributed to ETF
volumes, it also showed how retail investors used ETFs to
navigate volatility.
In March, ETF retail flow surged to an average of $54
billion/day, doubling the prior month’s average ($27
billion). The percentage of ETF trading attributable to
retail investors reached 33% in April, an increase of 9%
relative to 2019’s average.5 This figure normalized in
June.

Figure 1: IVV Spread vs S&P 500 spread5
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Figure 2: Retail trading’s market share6
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Retail’s footprint in S&P 500 stocks lagged that of ETFs,
however, retail market share grew in stocks that were
acutely impacted by COVID-19 like airlines (Figure 2).
While volumes grew across all securities in the first half of
2020, the data highlights that retail investors increasingly
turned to ETFs to navigate the unprecedented market
conditions seen during the first half of the year.
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1 As of June 30, 2020. Source: Bloomberg, BlackRock. 2 As of June 30, 2020. Source: NYSE, BlackRock. 3 As of June 30, 2020. Source:
Bloomberg, BlackRock. 4 A basis point is equivalent to one one-hundredth of a percent (0.01%). 5 As of June 30, 2020. Source: FINRA
Non-ATS Data, Bloomberg, BlackRock. 6 As of June 30, 2020. Source: FINRA Non-ATS Data, Bloomberg, BlackRock. retail flow can be
tracked by wholesalers’ reported internalized volumes and their share of overall activity. ETF Retail data measured using USDomiciled
ETFs that trade > $100m/day
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Investors are trading at
the close
Closing auctions, which take place at the end of each
trading day and establish the official closing price for
equities, saw $1.9 trillion in volume in the second quarter
of 2020 (6.4% of daily trading volume, on average). While
this was 5% lower than the previous quarter’s volume, it
was still higher than 2019’s quarterly average ($1.5
trillion). 7
ETF closing auction volume ($160 billion) had a more
pronounced drop in Q2, declining 37% from the previous
quarter. The main drivers of the decrease were lower
closing auction volume in the SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust
(SPY) (down $17 billion) and VanEck Vectors Gold Miners
ETF (GDX) (down $12 billion).8 Seven of the 10 most
actively traded ETFs in closing auctions were iShares
ETFs, which in aggregate accounted for 30% of all ETF
closing auction volume (Figure 3).
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The growth of closing auctions brings significant benefits
to the markets, including playing a crucial role in liquidity
and price discovery. For more information on closing
auctions, see our 2020 ViewPoint: “A Global Perspective
on Market-on-Close Activity.”

ETF volatility leading into the close is falling.
The process of matching buy and sell orders to determine
a single closing price can lead to closing price volatility
(CPV 10). In line with declining market volatility, the
average CPV for the 10 most actively traded ETFs in Q2
fell to 13bps, from 22bps the previous quarter.11
The 10 most active single stocks exhibited similar
behavior over the period, as CPV fell from 31bps to 18bps.
However, this was still higher than the CPV of the 10
most heavily traded ETFs (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Closing price volatility in the 10 most
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The decline in CPV means that investors who traded in the closing auction during Q2 had a higher probability of
executing trades near the prevailing market price within the last 5 minutes of the trading day. However, given the higher
volatility during the close in general, clients may want to consider using limit orders or seek the expertise of a financial
professional to ensure quality of trading execution.

The bottom line
While the first half of 2020 was anything but predictable, ETFs performed as-designed. Investors increasingly relied on
ETFs to access the market, especially in asset classes where underlying markets were challenged. ETFs handled this
increased usage well, demonstrating strength across a variety of market quality metrics including liquidity and cost.
Overall, ETFs were a source of stability for markets and investors at a time when they needed it most.

Information on non-iShares Fund securities is provided strictly for illustrative purposes and should not be deemed an offer to sell or
a solicitation of an offer to buy shares of any security other than the iShares Funds, that are described in this material.
7 As of June 30, 2020. Source NYSE, BlackRock. 8 As of June 30, 2020. Source NYSE, BlackRock. 9 As of June 30, 2020. Source
NYSE, BlackRock. 10 Closing Price Volatility (CPV) is calculated as the absolute value of price return during the last 5 minutes of
trading. 11 As of June 30, 2020. Source NYSE, BlackRock. 12 As of June 30, 2020. Source NYSE, BlackRock.
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Carefully consider the Funds' investment objectives, risk factors, and charges and expenses before
investing. This and other information can be found in the Funds' prospectuses or, if available, the summary
prospectuses which may be obtained by visiting www.iShares.com or www.blackrock.com. Read the
prospectus carefully before investing.
Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
This material is provided for educational purposes only and is not intended to constitute investment advice or an
investment recommendation within the meaning of federal, state or local law. You are solely responsible for
evaluating and acting upon the education and information contained in this material. BlackRock will not be liable
for direct or incidental loss resulting from applying any of the information obtained from these materials or from
any other source mentioned. BlackRock does not render any legal, tax or accounting advice and the education
and information contained in this material should not be construed as such. Please consult with a qualified
professional for these types of advice.
International investing involves risks, including risks related to foreign currency, limited liquidity, less
government regulation and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse political, economic or other
developments. These risks often are heightened for investments in emerging/developing markets and in
concentrations of single countries. Fixed income risks include interest-rate and credit risk. Typically, when
interest rates rise, there is a corresponding decline in bond values. Credit risk refers to the possibility that the
bond issuer will not be able to make principal and interest payments. Non-investment-grade debt securities
(high-yield/junk bonds) may be subject to greater market fluctuations, risk of default or loss of income and
principal than higher-rated securities.
Shares of iShares ETFs may be bought and sold throughout the day on the exchange through any brokerage
account. Shares are not individually redeemable from the ETF, however, shares may be redeemed directly from an
ETF by Authorized Participants, in very large creation/redemption units.

Although market makers will generally take advantage of differences between the NAV and the trading price of
iShares ETF shares through arbitrage opportunities, there is no guarantee that they will do so.
Buying and selling shares of ETFs may result in brokerage commissions.
There can be no assurance that an active trading market for shares of an ETF will develop or be maintained.

This information should not be relied upon as research, investment advice, or a recommendation regarding any
products, strategies, or any security in particular. This material is strictly for illustrative, educational, or
informational purposes and is subject to change.
The iShares Funds are distributed by BlackRock Investments, LLC (together with its affiliates, “BlackRock”).
The iShares Funds are not sponsored, endorsed, issued, sold or promoted by Markit Indices Limited., nor does
this company make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in the Funds. BlackRock is not
affiliated with Markit Indices Limited.
©2020 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved. iSHARES and BLACKROCK are registered trademarks of BlackRock,
Inc., or its subsidiaries. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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